
 

       
 
 
Euro Craft, one of the leading B2B marketing and purchasing groups in the 

construction and industry sector, announced an exclusive partnership with D Soft 

on June 17th, 2024. This collaboration promises significant advancements for 

Euro Craft members, customers and suppliers through the integration of D Soft's 

innovative digital solutions.  

 

The partnership introduces DocTrails, an advanced e-invoicing solution designed to support 

and streamline financial transactions, reduce errors, and enhance overall efficiency in 

invoicing processes. DocTrails stores documents during the legal retention period and 

guarantees the authenticity and integrity of the document. DocTrails is able to support 

complete flows including delcredere. DocTrails can support many types of documents, 

formats (e.g. Peppol, UBL, Edifact) in- and outgoing. DocTrails has an extended monitoring 

dashboard, workflow, PDF editor, inquiry functionality, enrichment & control functionality 

and much more available to your benefit. 

 

Additionally, Euro Craft members will benefit from DocFlows, a powerful tool based on 

Artificial Intelligence, for converting paper and PDF documents into detailed electronic 

messages, facilitating smoother and more accurate data transfer. This transformation aims 

to reduce manual entry errors and accelerate document processing times. Complementing 

these tools, iSigner and DocZend will offer robust solutions for signing and sending trusted 

documents, ensuring security and compliance with industry standards. 

 

By incorporating these technologies, Euro Craft aims to modernize and simplify 

administrative workflows for its extensive network of members and suppliers. This 

partnership not only underscores Euro Craft’s commitment to digital transformation but 

also enhances its reputation as a forward-thinking leader in the construction sector. D 

Soft’s expertise in digital document management will provide Euro Craft’s partners with 

the tools needed to remain competitive and efficient in a rapidly evolving market. 

 

The integration of these solutions is expected to yield substantial time and cost savings, 

thereby allowing Euro Craft members to focus more on core business activities. This 

strategic move is poised to foster greater collaboration, improve accuracy, and ensure 

seamless operations across the board. As digital innovation becomes increasingly crucial, 

this partnership between Euro Craft and D Soft marks a significant milestone in driving the 

construction industry towards a more efficient and sustainable future. 

 

D Soft is an Independent Solution Vendor who delivers world class solutions and focusses 

with her solutions on digitization of purchase organizations, OEM, wholesalers in the 

industries construction & techniques, food & pharming and retail. D Soft is ISO 27001 

certified.  

 

For more details about Euro Craft and its initiatives, visit www.eurocraft.eu and for more 

details about D Soft visit www.dsoft.be 

 
 
 

http://www.eurocraft.eu/
http://www.dsoft.be/

